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1 Summary
This document clarifies the proposal made in a letter dated 14.12.16 from John Kapp to Greg
Barnes, practice manager of Wish Park surgery. It sets out the business case for a negotiated
contract between Vanguard (see annex 4 and 5) hereafter called ‘the provider’, and clusters 4
and 6 GP surgeries in West Hove (hereafter called ‘the Cluster’) for a pilot trial of social
prescribing (see annex 1) at a ‘Community Care Centre (CCC) in the empty shop known as 187b
Portland Rd Hove (hereafter called ‘the centre’) for one year, from a commencement date of say
1.11.17 to 1.11.18, (paragraph 10) and thereafter, if judged successful by the cluster, continued
indefinitely until amended by agreement of the parties.
2 Terms of the contract
This pilot trial is intended to treat 300 vulnerable patients annually for a nominal annual contract
price of £350,000. The provider offers to treat all patients, including children, (provided that those
under the age of 13 shall be accompanied by a parent or guardian), referred to them by the
cluster practices, by prescription voucher, (see annex 2) with the following interventions:
a) A daily programme of psycho education and meditation courses (hereafter called ‘the
programme’) for a total of 10 days, (normally comprising one day per week for 10
successive weeks, but which can be amended to suit the client’s needs) for a tariff price of
£1,000 per client successfully completing the programme.
b) Peer support mentoring service with advice sign posting to housing and volunteering
opportunities by social prescription services provided by others under separate contracts
(see annex 6).
3 Successful completion of the programme shall be that the client has attended the
programme for 5 out of the 10 days, and has signed the prescription voucher to say that the
intervention was satisfactory, and that they would recommend it to their friends and family.
Clients may repeat the course as many times as they like, provided that they get a repeat
prescription voucher for another 10 day course each time.
4 Terms of payment for the programme
The Cluster agrees to pay the provider £1,000 for every satisfactory completed course in arrears,
within 1 month of the presentation of the signed voucher to the Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG).
5 The psycho education programme

The purpose of the programme is to help clients to detoxify from addiction, by giving them an
alternative structure to their days, namely meeting with others to learn to meditate, and how to
look after themselves better so they need less public services. The provider agrees to provide the
following programme according to the demand from clients in class sizes of between 5 and 15.
8-9am dynamic (music and movement including catharsis to empty the mind’s garbage can)
930-12 NICE recommended Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) 10 week course.
12-1pm kundalini (music and movement to embody what has been learned)
2-5pm family constellation group to heal family patterns and turn hate into love
This programme may be extended into the evening if there is demand, including.
6-7pm kundalini
7-930pm MBCT evening course.
Other supportive activities may also be provided, as decided by the provider, such as singing
classes, yoga classes, cookery classes, make, do and mend classes, community walks, litter
clearing, gardening in local parks, and other activities.
6 Conversion of 187b Portland Rd into a Community Care Centre (CCC)
This shop has planning permission for ‘health related uses’, D1, and been empty since the building
was completed nearly 2 years ago. It is being marketed by Will Thomas of Fludes (01273
740398) w.thomas@flude.com in a ‘shell and core’ condition for a rent of £12,500pa. At 67
square metres (618 sq.ft) it is about 6.5 m wide and 8.5m deep, which is adequate to locate an
office for a social prescribing manager, and several support staff, 2 group rooms for classes of up
to about 15 people, 2 toilets and kitchen. A suggested layout is shown in annex 3. Electricity and
gas meters are in the NW corner, and the waste water pipe is in the NE corner.
The estimate for fitting out as shown in annex 3 is about £100,000, and could be completed by
builders in about 3 months. The cluster agrees to lease the space and fit out the centre to the
satisfaction of the provider at the cluster’s expense.
7 Prospective funding from Locally Commissioned Services, (LCS)
It is proposed to seek funding from the CCG’s LCS fund which is £2.3 mpa. Only £300,000 of last
year’s (2016/17) allocation was spent. It is allocated by application to the Primary Care
Commissioning committee, which is under the chairmanship of Jennifer Oates. Both parties will
endeavour to put this business case on the agenda of their next meeting at 4 pm on Tues 23.5.17
in Hove town hall, which is published on 16.5.17. (2 weeks time).
8 Management of the service
The draft constitution of the Vanguard is shown on annex 5. The Vanguard board of directors will
manage the service. All board meetings will be held in public (as if it were a council committee)
The board will employ and insure such staff as are required to fulfil the terms of this contract. The
centre will be open for business 7 days per week from 8am to 5 pm, (63 hours per week, 3150
hours pa) However, if demand requires, it will be open until 10pm on late opening days.

The centre will be staffed throughout all opening times by at least a receptionist, assisted by
additional members of staff as required by demand from clients. The rates of pay of the staff will
be also be determined by the board, however, guideline rates that we hope to pay are as follows:
managers £40 per hour, therapists and counsellors £30 per hour, directors £20, administrators
and chefs £15 per hour, volunteers £0 per hour, but they will be entitled to free food, as will all
staff. A duty therapist will be available out of hours for crisis care. All staff shall be paid monthly in
arrears on production of weekly time sheets of hours worked. At the end of the financial year,
any surplus shall be given as bonuses as the board shall decide. Open book accounting shall be
employed, so that we are transparent and accountable for our use of public money.
9 Proposed staffing levels
We envisage employing 14 staff, as follows: 1 manager, 1 deputy manager, 3 MBCT facilitators, 3
assistant MBCT facilitators, 1 receptionist, 1 deputy receptionist, 1 chef and 1 deputy chef, 1
administrator and 1 deputy administrator. They would work an average of 30 hours per week,
total 20,000 hpa, for £350,000, which gives an average rate of pay of £17 per hour, which is 1.7
times the living wage.
10 Outcomes of this proposal
This project would implement the key outcomes of better health and wellbeing for these
vulnerable patients as called for in a paper and presentation organised by Jane Lodge for the CCG
on 10.11.16 entitled: ‘Cluster Working. Supporting health priorities for people in Brighton and
Hove’ by Dr Katie Stead and Dr James Simpkin, whose final sentence was: ‘clusters will be

expected to engage/work with relevant groups and individuals to achieve these
outcomes.’
11 What is the proposed time frame?
We are ready and willing to aim to meet the following target dates:
a) Get an agreed business case on to the agenda of the Primary Care Commissioning
committee by 16.5.17 (3 weeks) for their meeting on 23.5.17.
b) Assuming that they approve it, to negotiate a final contract by 1.7.17. (6 weeks)
c) Cluster to draw up specifications, invite tenders and let a building contract to fit out 187b
as a centre by 1.8.17 (4 weeks)
d) Contractor to complete the works, so that the centre can open on 1.11.17 (3 months).
12 Evaluation of this pilot trial.
This pilot shall be evaluated by a third party (such as a University research department, or Sussex
Mindfulness Centre) so that the efficacy of the intervention can be measured, and reported on at
the end of the one year.
13 Conclusion
We in Vanguard are ready and willing to meet with representatives of the clusters to discuss this
proposal at your convenience.

Annex 1 Social prescribing
The Work Foundation (www.theworkfoundation.com) defines social prescribing as: ‘enabling
healthcare professionals to refer patients to a non clinical service who will work with them to codesign ‘non-healthcare interventions’ to improve their health and wellbeing. It is
increasingly used within the NHS as a means of supporting and empowering patients to address
social, emotional or practical needs, through developing links to appropriate community services.
Among its benefits, the growing evidence base on social prescribing identifies: improvements in
psychological and mental wellbeing, behavioural change, lifestyle improvements, acquisition of
learning, new interests and skills, better support, community integration, reduction in social
isolation and loneliness, and benefits to physical health.’ From pamphlet: ‘Social Prescribing. A
pathway to work? ‘ November 2016, by The Work Foundation (0207 872 5416) and Fit for work
UK coalition. This quotes examples from Bromley By Bow in E London, Hertfordshire, Rotherham
and Newcastle. These principles are also described in ‘Realising the Value’ report dated 15.10.16
by NESTA, from which the following is extracted, with our emphasis:
Our key lessons and recommendations are based on what we think it means to realise fully the
value of people and communities at the heart of health and wellbeing – a ‘social model of
health’ that combines a deep understanding of what matters to people, with excellent clinical
care, timely data, and strong, sustained social support.
The system has committed to this broad agenda, and work is underway to embed person- and
community-centred approaches in national programmes and in the delivery of local
services. There now needs to be a step change in ambition, leadership and alignment –
combined with sustained implementation – to move from intent to action. The report sets out ten
key actions on what should be done and how people need to work differently to put people and
communities at the heart of health and wellbeing.

Key calls to action - What needs to happen:
•
•
•
•
•

Implement person- and community-centred ways of working across the system, using the
best available tools and evidence.
Develop a single, simplified outcomes framework across health and care and community
provision, focused on what matters to people.
Continue to learn by doing, alongside further research.
Make better use of existing levers such as legislation, regulation and accountability.
Trial new outcomes-based payment mechanisms to support person- and communitycentred approaches, and implement these as part of wider national payment reform.

How people need to work differently:
•
•
•
•

Enable health and care professionals and the wider workforce to understand and work in
person- and community-centred ways.
Develop strong and sustained networks as an integral part of implementing and scaling up
person- and community-centred approaches.
Value the role of people and communities in their health and wellbeing, including through
co-production, volunteering and social movements for health.
Make greater use of behavioural insights in implementing person- and community-centred
approaches and spreading change.

•

Support a thriving and sustainable voluntary, community and social enterprise sector,
working alongside people, families, communities and the health and care system.

Annex 2 Draft PRESCRIPTION VOUCHER FOR A NICERECOMMENDED MINDFULNESS BASED COGNITIVE THERAPY
(MBCT) COURSE WITH SUPPORTING MEDITATIONS
The cluster promises to pay the provider bearer on demand the price of this prescription voucher
according to the tariff agreed under contract …………….…… …………………………………. dated
………………………………..…………………………..
For doctor’s use
This voucher is prescribed by………………………………..(doctor) of………………………………..surgery
For…………………………………………………………(client) on……………………………………………….(date)
For a Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) 10 week course and supporting meditations,
for a total of 10 days (75 hours tuition) according to the programme.
Client to sign their satisfaction with the course
I am very satisfied / satisfied / unsatisfied with the course I attended.
I would / would not want my friends or family to be treated as I was

(client to delete what does not apply and sign)
Signed………………………………………………………Name……………………………on……………………..(date)
Client’s address……………………………………………………………………………..…………………………….…
Phone number……………………………………………….….E mail ………………………………………………….
For provider SECTCo’s use.
The above course reference number…………………………………………………………

was provided

by………………………………………………………………………(facilitator) ……….
from………………………………………………… to……………………………………………………………. (dates)
This voucher number…………………………………………………………………was sent to commissioners
on………………………………..date, and payment of the facilitation fee was sent on………………………..

Annex 3 Proposed layout of CCC at 187b Portland Rd Hove
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Annex 4 What is Vanguard and who are the directors?
The directors of Vanguard are the directors of the organisations who collectively comprise the
Vanguard, who are as follows: SECTCo, Kennedy Street, and Kozia
SECTCo (Social Enterprise Complementary Therapy Company) founded 2010 by John Kapp
(www.sectco.org.uk)
Directors: Prof Norman Clark (president) Jacqui Madders (chairman) John Kapp (company
secretary) Marilyn Shaw (clinical) Eileen O’Leary (homelessness)
Our vision is ‘medication to meditation. Give a man a pill and you mask his symptoms for a day.
Teach him meditation and he can heal his life.’ Registered number 7319842, registered address
22, Saxon Rd Hove BN3 4LE.
Kennedy Street founded 2014 by Clare Kennedy. (www.kennedystreetcic.co.uk)
Directors : Clare Kennedy, Kevin Kennedy (patron) Nathalie Croxon (business manager) Annie
Murray (creativity manager)
Our Vision is to create a sustainable visible recovery community that promotes inclusiveness and
combats stigma through community integration.
We promote recovery from addiction, by incorporating the health/ well-being and social inclusion
agendas, to promote recovery through education, training and development.
Kennedy Street’s team delivers relevant, specific identified requirements, from structural needs,
equipment, activities, national forum inclusion and partnership working, to raise funds for
sustainable community inclusion.
Everyone has a right to realise their full potential, and to have the opportunity to live free of social
exclusion because of addiction, place of birth, education attainment or gender.
We at Kennedy Street believe training and education delivered at a local level, to meet the diverse
needs of the local community, is best placed to create a sustainable visible recovery community, in
which Families, Children and individuals can thrive.
By working closely with local service providers from Health, Addiction, Schools/Colleges, local
business and the local council we can make best representation on Kennedy Street’s social
inclusion needs, and help bring about sustainable visible recovery communities throughout
Brighton and Hove, and further a field through association with regional and national recovery
communities.

Kozia, founded 2014 by Paul Apps. (www.kozia.org)
Directors: Paul Apps, Alison Apps. Danny Agar, Jim Gibson, Paul Collins, Yvonne O’Connor.
Core intention: Alleviate the stress and trauma caused by the need for people to sleep rough on
the streets. We provide a network of willing support services, (including counsellors, hairdressers,
housing associations, chiropodists, rehabilitation services, training and volunteering opportunities)
offering our guests a well rounded network that can support them gently back into a permanent
home and foster an invitation towards a contribution to society and the community should they so
wish.

Annex 5 Draft constitution of the Vanguard
Group (Brighton and Hove) 17.4.17
1 The name of the organisation shall be ‘The Vanguard’ group, whose web domain name is
‘www.thevanguard.org’, hereafter called ‘the Group,’
2 Membership of the Group shall be open to any organisation operating in the city of Brighton

and Hove (hereafter called the ‘city’) which supports the purpose, aim and objectives of the
Group, and who sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that they will work together to fulfil
our purpose aim and objectives, and not compete with other members in bidding for grants,
contracts, or benefits. Membership may be terminated, together with withdrawal from the terms
of the MOU, by giving written notice of such termination and withdrawal to the secretary of the
Group.
3The purpose of the Group shall be to end the need for rough sleeping in the city by providing
effective interventions that address the co-determinants of mental health and wellbeing, including
isolation, addiction, housing, and employment for those at risk of homelessness, hereafter called
‘vulnerable’ citizens.
4 The aims of the Group shall be:
a) to co-create a patient centred Mental Health Service (MHS), which provides cost effective
interventions for vulnerable citizens.
b) To coordinate this MHS with existing public services provided by the Council, NHS, Drug
and Alcohol, and substance misuse, and charitable and Community and Voluntary Services.
c) To incorporate this MHS in the Sustainability Transformation Plan (STP) for Sussex and East
Surrey.
5 The objectives of the Group shall be:
a) To invite all local organisations who are presently providing services for vulnerable citizens to
join the Group as members, and to work together for mutual benefit.

b) To invite all members to sign a Memorandum of Understanding that they will work together to
realise the purpose, aims and objects of the Group, and not compete against each other for
grants, contracts, or benefits.
c) To lobby Brighton and Hove City Council (BHCC), and its Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
generally to support the above purpose and aims.
d) To lobby individual elected councillors, MPs, and Council officers to support the Group.
e) To co-create interventions which treat vulnerable citizens cost effectively.
f) To lobby elected councillors, MPs, and Council officers to issue tender specifications for the
provision of those interventions under outcome based licence agreements to all potential
providers in an open and transparent manner (hopefully expected in 2018)
g) To co-create business plans for the provision of these interventions, in readiness to bid for
licences to provide those services when tenders are issued. (hopefully expected in 2018)
h) To co-create such organisational structures as are needed to implement the above objectives.
i) To bid for contracts to provide interventions to vulnerable people, and ensure the greatest
efficacy and cost effectiveness.
j) To do such other things as may from time to time be required to meet the purpose, aims and
objectives of the Group.
k) To wind up the Group when its purpose, aim and objectives have been achieved.
6 Powers of the Group The Group shall have the power to create websites, open bank
accounts, buy goods and services, hire and fire staff, sign leases on premises, sign contracts,
create companies, and take such other powers as may be required to meet its purpose, aims and
objectives.
7 Management of the Group shall be by a board of directors consisting of one director per
member, who shall be nominated by the member organisation as their representative on the
board for a term of one year from one Annual General Meeting (AGM) to the next, when all
directors shall resign, but be eligible for re-election. All board meetings shall be held in public, as
council meetings are. Until the first AGM, all directors shall fulfil their duties in an acting capacity.
8 The board shall manage their business to meet the purpose, aims and objectives of the Group,
and appoint a chairman, deputy chairman, secretary, treasurer, webmaster, and such other
officers as it sees fit, who shall hold office from one AGM to the next, when all officers shall
resign, but be eligible for re-election. The board shall attempt to take all decisions by consensus
rather than by voting.
9 AGM. An AGM shall be held by the secretary giving 21 days notice to all member organisations
of the date, time and place. All directors of member organisations shall be eligible to attend,
speak and vote at AGMs and SGMs.
10 Special General Meetings (SGM) An SGM may be called by 5 member organisations serving
written notice to the secretary that they wish an SGM to be held to deal with a particular issue as

specified in that notice. The secretary shall call a SGM within 2 months of receiving such notice, as
if it was an AGM.
11 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to be signed by all members as a condition
of membership.
We the undersigned, agree to work together to promote the purpose, aims and objectives of the
Group, and will not compete against each other for grants, contracts or benefits while we are
members.

Annex 6 Typical day at maximum capacity
0745 Annie (receptionist) arrives and opens up. Clients start arriving for dynamic meditation, and
she takes their names, and adds them to the register, as she does for the rest of the day. As this
is a long (14 hour) day, she will change shift at 1500 hrs to Belinda (deputy receptionist). They
will record all attendances at events, and number of meals served, for an audit trail.
0745 John (MBCT facilitator) and Kelly (assistant MBCT facilitator) arrive.
0755 John introduces dynamic to the 10 clients present, and starts the CD at 0800.
0815 Bill (chef) arrives with Joe and Naomi (volunteers), and they get ready for breakfast, using
food donated the day before from Sainsbury’s local and Coop.
0900 Dynamic finishes. Breakfast is served for 5 staff and 10 clients.
0915 Clare (manager) arrives and sets up advice centre in the office. During the day, she sees 8
clients, makes 20 phone calls, writes 15 e mails, signposting clients to other services, (see annex
7) sorting out benefit claims, bank accounts, etc etc.
0930 John and Kelly lead 12 clients in session 7 of a 10 week MBCT class.
1030 Coffee break for the MBCT class, Bill puts our mugs, and helps clients serve themselves.
1100 MBCT class resumes
1115 3 volunteers arrive to help Bill in the kitchen to prepare lunch.
1200 Class finishes, kundalini starts, with 14 people, led by Geoff (meditation leader) and Yvonne
(volunteer)
1300 Kundalini finishes, Bill serves lunch to 18 people, including 5 homeless, who spread out on to
the pavement seats, as the weather is nice. 4 more volunteers do the clearing up and washing up.
1400 John leads family constellation group for 8 clients
1500 Tea break. Volunteers help with making the tea, and washing up.
1530 Group resumes
1700 group finishes,
1715 Sally (meditation leader) and Charlie (volunteer) arrive to set up for evening classes.

1720 Josh (chef) and Elsie and Daisy (volunteers) arrive to prepare supper.
1725 Evening class of 14 arrives
1730-1830 Sally and Charlie lead kundalini for 14 clients.
1830 Josh, Elsie and Daisy serve supper to 20 clients and staff.
1900 Marilyn (MBCT facilitator) and Don (assistant facilitator) lead a MBCT course session 4 to a
class of 14.
1930 Fred and Elspeth (volunteers) arrive bringing food donated from Sainsburys local and Coop,
and store it in fridges for tomorrow.
2000 Coffee break. Volunteers help with serving and clearing up.
2030 Class resumes
2130 Class finishes, all go home, except 2 volunteers who clear up, hoover the carpets, lock up
and and go home at 2230.
Summary: Annie and Belinda (receptionists) have recorded the attendance of 54 (10 staff and 44
clients) and the consumption of 53 meals (15 breakfasts, 18 lunches, 20 suppers)
As this is the maximum capacity of the centre, assuming that the average annual rate of activity is
half the maximum, in the year the Centre would have provided 10,000 meditations (each 1-3
hours long) to clients and served 10,000 meals. Assuming that the clients were the 300
individuals that we intended to treat, then each client would have received 8 days of 4 meditations
per day, totalling 32 meditations, over 75 hours of tuition, which is the intervention intended.

Annex 7 Sign posting to other socially prescribed interventions
Social prescribing has been practiced in GP surgeries for years, (such as Bromley le Bow in East
London, and Culumpton Devon, where Dr Michael Dixon is a GP, and is also NHS England’s lead
for social prescribing (see annex 1) However, this is relatively new, so we set out below how Clare
(Vanguard’s manager) would help vulnerable (homeless) clients by helping them to access other
services available, as described below.
a) Benefit advice. Rough sleepers are entitled to benefits, but cannot access them unless
they have a bank account. However, this is a catch 22, as without an address, they cannot
open a bank account. We would allow clients to use 187b Portland Rd Hove BN3 5JA as
their address, help them to open a bank account, and apply for benefits.
b) Providing peer support mentors (buddies) While clients are detoxing from addiction,
they may need support in the form of a buddy, who sees them every day, and accompanies
them to appointments, such as the above interventions. Vanguard would signpost clients to
sister organisations who provide buddies, and help them to access these services.
c) Housing We would help clients to find hostel and other accommodation, such as Emmaus,
St Patricks. We are following the Council initiatives (such as Sussex House) where clients
might be housed. This is a fast moving scene, and we would co-ordinate efforts to find a
solution.

d) GP support We would be on site (only yards) from Wish Park surgery, and only a mile
from the other dozen surgeries in clusters 4 and 6, so GPs could easily talk to Clare about
getting the support for clients that they need. We could also offer the same to our MP for
Hove, who also gets requests of this nature, with which we could help to solve.
e) Housing projects We are aware of projects to use redundant churches (such as St
Leonard’s Aldrington) for hostels, also in containers, on boats and buses, so we could
facilitate these initiatives.
f) Airbnb like rooms in homes. We are contemplating setting up a scheme like Airbnb or
fostering, by which homeless clients could be given a room in the home of a lonely person,
in exchange for company and a little support.
11 pages 4,300 words.

